Study of Sporadic E layer effect on the F layer during 23rd June 2015 geomagnetic storm event
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Abstract

Investigating the sporadic E (Es) layer effect on the F layer during a geomagnetic storm event is essential to understanding the impact of ionospheric irregularities on trans-ionospheric radio communication and navigation systems. In equatorial and low latitude regions, the enhancement in the F layer leads to the development of equatorial spread F (ESF), and the F layer suppression leads to the inhibition of ESF. The Es layer and ESF events recorded by the Canadian Advanced Digital Ionosonde (CADI) system located at low latitude Hyderabad, India (Lat: 17.47°N, Long: 78.57°E) region and co-located global positioning system (GPS) amplitude scintillations index (S4) parameters during 23rd June 2015 geomagnetic storm event are considered in the present analysis. The suppression of spread F due to the presence of Es and subsequent inhibition of amplitude scintillations were examined during adverse space weather conditions from 22nd to 24th June 2015. It is observed from the analysis results that the amplitude scintillations at the low latitude region were inhibited due to the suppression of spread F in response to the development of the Es layer during the considered geomagnetic storm event. The Es and ESF parameters are supporting input parameters to ionospheric prediction or forecasting models and can be used to initiate the scintillation alerts in GPS and High Frequency (HF) communication applications.

1. Introduction

The diurnal, seasonal, and solar cyclic variation in the ionosphere characteristics are due to the influence of equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA), equatorial spread F (ESF) in response to the pre reversal enhancement (PRE), solar and geomagnetic activity, and traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID). Equatorial spread F (ESF) is a general phenomenon observed in the F layer in response to the irregularities in the ionosphere during post-sunset hours (pre and post-midnight) and sometimes after sunrise [1], and solar and geomagnetic storm events. ESF in low latitude regions plays a significant role in the performance of high-frequency communications and satellite-based navigation systems. In equatorial and low latitude regions, the neutral winds from the bottom side of the ionosphere influence the variations in the ionization levels of the E layer, which are coupled to the F layer causing the enhancements or suppression of the F layer spread. The F layer enhancement leads to the development of equatorial spread F (ESF), and the suppression leads to the inhibition of ESF. Booker and Wells (1938) first reported the observations of spread F events in the ionograms [2], and later extensive studies were conducted to investigate the characteristics of spread F [3-9], Rayleigh Taylor (RT) instability in the F region leads to the spread F irregularities [10-15]. In the ionosphere E layer region, sporadic E layers with very thin ionization levels ranging from 2 km to 10 km are generally noticed between the heights of 90 km to 130 km [16]. The mid and low latitudes E layer ionization developments are due to the vertical shear [17] initiated by the opposite horizontal neutral winds motivated by tidal motions [18] or the gravity waves [19-21].

The manifestation and development of ESF during the onset time of geomagnetic storm events depend on different seasons and the sporadic E (Es) layer in equatorial and low latitude regions. Shi et al. (2011) demonstrated the correlation of GPS amplitude scintillations during strong spread F events [22]. Rao et al. (2021) examined the correlation of strong spread F events with amplitude scintillations (S4) at a low latitude station (Hyderabad) during one of the significant geomagnetic storm that occurred on 17th March 2015 [23]. Alfonsi et al. (2013) examined the occurrences of various types of spread F events in correspondence with the amplitude scintillations (S4) during various seasons and geomagnetic storm events. Also, they indicated the role of Es in the occurrence of S4 with future scope of further analysis [24]. Ram Singh et al. (2020) and Wei et al. (2021) examined the geomagnetic storm recovery phase effect on the enhancement and suppression of ESF and Es [25,1]. The onset time of the geomagnetic storm significantly influences the occurrence of ESF irregularities. The reformed electric fields or winds during the storm time may substantially modify the Es layers at low latitudes, which may influence the generation of ESF irregularities [26,27]. Ram Singh et al. (2020) examined the possibilities of generation and suppression of ESF during the onset time of geomagnetic storms in three categories based on Aaron’s criteria under different seasons [25]. It is suggested to consider the low latitude sporadic E (Es) layer for better investigation of the ESF. Here in this work, investigated the suppression of ESF and
amplitude scintillations due to the development of Es during the geomagnetic storm event occurred on 23rd June 2015.

2. Data samples and data processing

The investigation of suppression of SF and inhibition of S4 due to the presence of the Es layer is evaluated using the data samples collected from the co-located CADI system and dual-frequency global positioning system (GPS) located at low latitude Hyderabad, India (latitude: 17.47° N, longitude: 78.57° E) region during the adverse geomagnetic storm event occurred on 23rd June 2015. The Space weather parameters such as disturbance storm time (Dst) and inter-planetary magnetic field on z-direction (IMF-Bz) are considered to show the geomagnetic storm event activity during the considered storm period and the data samples are downloaded from https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/dx1.html. The definitions and the interpretation and scaling procedures of various types of Es such as Esq (sporadic E layer at equatorial region) and SF such as frequency SF (FSF), range SF (RSF), mixed SF (MSF) and strong range SF (SSF) are given in the URSI handbook of ionogram interpretation [28]. The Es, FSF, MSF, RSF, and SSF events are automatically detected from the ionograms using the auto-detection tool suggested by Rao et al. (2022) [29] in June 2015 month and manually verified the various events during the considered geomagnetic storm event using the Univap Digital Ionosonde Data Analysis (UDIDA) software and the auto-scaling software tool developed by Rao et al. (2022) [30].

3. Results and discussion

The suppression of SF and inhibition of S4 during onset time of the geomagnetic storm due to the presence of Es layer is investigated and the results are shown in Figure 1. The variations of IMF-Bz and Dst are shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b) respectively, indicating the occurrence of the geomagnetic storm event in June, 2015. Figure 1 (c) depicts the amplitude scintillations index (S4) and Figure 1 (d) represents the occurrence of Es and various SF events during June, 2015. The respective comprehensive analysis on pre, post, and storm days (22nd to 24th June 2015) are shown in Figures 1 (e), (f), (g), and (h). The IMF-Bz oscillates between North-Southward, and Dst variations are close to zero value on pre and post-storm day. On the pre-storm day (22nd June 2015), noticed a sudden storm commencement (SSC) at 19:00 hrs UT, IMF-Bz reaching deep-south with -20nT and Dst with ~-50nT at 20:00 hrs UT. The enhancement of the storm is observed from 02:00 hrs UT on storm day (23rd June 2015) when IMF-Bz turned southward and Dst attained ~-140nT. The storm recovery phase started at 05:00 hrs UT after Dst reaching the deep negative value of ~215nT and IMF-Bz continuing in the southward direction till 05:00 hrs UT. Consequently, the ionosphere irregularities are similar to the undisturbed pre and post-midnight hours, and significant Es events are observed during 00:00 hrs UT to 08:00 hrs UT on storm day (23rd June 2015). The enhancement of the ESF is suppressed during this storm event due to which no significant SF events were observed, and no amplitude scintillations were noticed in any of the PRN as shown in Figure 1 (g).

The neutral wind influence on the E layer from the bottom side of the ionosphere, the patchy nature and extremely polarized Es layer might have affected the F layer causing uplift of F layer and in turn reducing the Pedersen conductivity in the F layer [31]. This might have suppressed the SF during the onset geomagnetic storm event considered, and due to the suppression of SF, the trans-ionospheric navigation signals could not get affected by the storm time and showed no amplitude scintillations in any of the satellites during this 23rd June 2015 storm event.

Figure 1. Analysis of suppression of SF and inhibition of S4 due to sporadic E layer activity during the 23rd June 2015 geomagnetic storm event.

4. Conclusions

We have analyzed the amplitude scintillation index (S4) parameters of GPS receiver, and sporadic E (Es) and
various types of SF signatures of CADI system ionograms recorded at low latitude station, Hyderabad, India. And examined the Es layer development effect on F layer spread enhancement or suppression and subsequent response on amplitude scintillations during one of the intense geomagnetic storm event occurred on 23rd June 2015. The analysis results show that at low latitude regions, the spread in F layer due to the intense geomagnetic storm conditions is suppressed due to the enhancement of Es layer in response to the neutral winds. Subsequently, the trans-ionospheric navigation signals were unaffacted with any ionospheric scintillations because of the effect of ESF on amplitude scintillations was inhibited. An extensive further analysis is required to support the present analysis results, which is beyond the scope of this work but we hope this initiation of work motivates further research work on coupling of Es layer effect onto the F layer.
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